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Abstract

Voice conversion techniques typically require source-target parallel speech data for model training. Such parallel data may not be available always in practice. This paper presents a non-parallel data approach, that we call average modeling approach. The proposed approach makes use of a multi-speaker average model that maps speaker-independent linguistic features to speaker dependent acoustic features. In particular, we present two practical implementations, 1) to adapt the average model towards target speaker with a small amount of target data, 2) to present speaker identity as an additional input to the average model to generate target speech. As the linguistic feature and the acoustic feature can be extracted from the same utterance, the proposed approach doesn’t require parallel data in either average model training or adaptation. We report the experiments on the voice conversion challenge 2018 (VCC2018) database that validate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Index Terms: Voice conversion, Non-parallel data, Average modeling approach (AMA)

1. Introduction

Voice conversion (VC) aims to modify the one’s voice (source) to sound like that of another (target). As the spectral formant contains the representative information of a speaker, the voice conversion studies have focused on spectral features transformation. In [1, 2], Gaussian mixture model (GMM) was employed to build a statistical parametric model to learn a linear mapping from source spectral features to target. Some other statistical parametric methods, such as neural network [3, 4, 5, 6] and kernel partial least squares regression [7] learn a nonlinear feature mapping. To preserve the spectral details, frequency warping approaches were studied, such as weighted frequency warping [8], dynamic frequency warping [9], correlation-based frequency warping [10] and sparse representation based frequency warping [11].

Most of the voice conversion techniques rely on parallel data during training. As such parallel data are not always available, there have been attempts to find source-target paired frames from non-parallel corpus. In [12, 13], the INCA algorithm was proposed to align the non-parallel source and target data iteratively. However, the conversion performance was affected by the inaccurate alignment on non-parallel data [12]. An alternative is to learn a general model from parallel data of other speaker pairs, then to adapt the general model towards a new speaker pair. In [14], the adaptation was achieved by maximum a posteriori (MAP) method, while in [15], the eigenvoice technique was employed for voice conversion. In [16], an i-vector and average model adaptation approach was proposed. These methods demonstrated the ability to perform the adaptation with non-parallel data. Unfortunately, they continue to rely on parallel training data from multiple speaker pairs when training the average model. Recently, some parallel data free approaches were developed using adaptive restricted boltzmann machine [17] variational autoencoding [18] and energy-based speaker clustering model [19].

Inspired by [20], we introduce a novel average modeling approach (AMA) to voice conversion without the need of parallel data. Instead of training a full conversion model for each target speaker [20], we adapt a general model towards the target, therefore reduce the required amount of target speech. The proposed AMA is a departure from previous adaptation-based approaches where the average models are trained on parallel data of multiple speaker pairs. It learns the mapping between linguistic features to acoustic features of the same speaker. We consider linguistic features are speaker independent that describe the phonetic content of the utterance, while acoustic features are speaker dependent. Therefore, we are able to learn a linguistic-acoustic mapping from the same utterance. In other words, we do not need any parallel data in either average model training or adaptation.

We consider AMA having three advantages,

- Without the need of parallel training data, we can easily make use of publicly available speech corpora for model training;
- Using model adaptation technique instead of full fledged training, we reduce the required amount of target speech;
- As the source data is not required during the training and adaptation, AMA can be easily applicable for many to one conversion.

2. Phonetic PosteriorGrams based VC

In this section, we discuss the advantage and limitation of the Phonetic PosteriorGrams (PPG) based voice conversion [20] technique.

2.1. Methodology

The PPG based voice conversion [20] models the relationship between the PPG features, that is called the linguistic feature, to the acoustic feature. As the PPG feature is considered to be speaker independent, the source speaker information is not required in the training process. Figure 1 illustrates the training and conversion process. The PPG can be derived by a general purpose automatic speech recognition system (DNN-HMM...
A dependent acoustic feature, Mel Cepstral Coefficients (MCC) features are extracted from target speaker ASR.

3.1. Model-based AMA

The Model-based AMA consists of three steps: (1) average model training, (2) adaptation and (3) conversion.

3.2. Feature-based AMA

As model-based AMA requires model adaptation towards the target speaker, an adaptation step is required for each target speaker. Alternatively, we propose a feature-based AMA that doesn’t require adaptation of models. We present the speaker identity (SpeakerID) as part of the input features.

SpeakerID is a low-dimensional vector, which can be i-vector or one-hot vector, representing speaker identity. During the training of average model, we introduce the SpeakerID as a part of the input by augmenting it with the PPG features (see Figure. 3(a)). With the SpeakerID, the acoustic features from different speakers can be distinguished. At run-time conversion, the target speakerID augmented with PPG features are presented to the average model to generate the voice of target speaker, as shown in Figure. 3(b).

4. Experimental Setup

4.1. Database and feature extraction

Both the Wall Street Journal corpus (WSJ) [21] and the VCC2018 [22] corpus were used in the system implementation.

The WSJ corpus consists of 37,318 utterances, including

1http://www.vcc-challenge.org/
18,596 speech samples from 140 female speakers and 18,722 speech samples from 142 male speakers. The VCC2018 corpus consists of 12 speakers, including 8 source speakers and 4 target speakers, with 81 utterances for each speaker.

The ASR system was trained on WSJ corpus; while the speaker independent (SI) average models were trained on the combination of the speech samples of 4 target speakers in VCC2018 corpus and the WSJ corpus. All the audio files were resampled at 16 kHz.

4.1.1. ASR system training

To train the ASR system, 40-dimensional filterbank feature was extracted using a 25 ms hamming window with 5 ms shift. The input layer was composed of filterbank feature and its dynamics with a context window of 11 frames, $120 \times 11 = 1,320$ dimensions. The DNN model contained 5 hidden layers with 1,024 hidden units in each layer and the soft-max output layer had 42 units, representing the 42 phoneme. The frame accuracy of the ASR system is 76.03%. Kaldi toolkit [23] was used to train the DNN-HMM ASR system.

4.1.2. Speaker independent (SI) average model training

To ensure the quality of the average models, gender dependent models were trained in our systems. For female average model, we chose 17,828 utterances for training and another 930 non-overlapping utterances for validation. For male average model, we chose 17,894 utterances for training and 990 non-overlapping utterances for validation.

WORLD vocoder [24] was used to extract the 513-dimensional spectrum, 1-dimensional aperiodicity coefficients and $F_0$ with 5 ms frame step. Then 40-dimensional MCCs were calculated from the spectrum using Speech Signal Processing Toolkit (SPTK) 2. The 42-dimensional phonetic posteriorgram (PPG) features were extracted by the ASR system trained in Section 4.1.1.

- **Model-based AMA**: The average model consisted of two BLSTM layers of 1,024 hidden units, one feed forward layer of 1,024 hidden units and a linear output layer. The network input was PPG features (42-dim); While the dimension of output was 127, which was the uuv flag (1-dim) combining with MCC (40-dim), $l_{10}$ (1-dim) and bap (1-dim) with their dynamic and accelerate features.

- **Feature-based AMA**: The average model architecture and output was the same as that in model-based implementation. The network input was the combination of PPG features (42-dim) with speakerID. In our system, one-hot vector was used to represent the speakerID. Hence, the speakerID were 142 and 144 for female and male average model respectively.

For all the average model training, the minibatch size was set to 10, while the momentum and learning rate were set as 0.9 and 0.002 respectively.

4.2. Baselines and setup

The voice conversion experiments were conducted on the VCC2018 database. There are totally 8 source speakers and 4 target speaker.

To fairly compare with parallel data baseline, 4 source speakers with parallel data were selected consisting of two female speakers, VCCSF1 and VCCSF2, and two male speakers, VCCSM1 and VCCSM2. 4 target speakers were selected consisting of two female speakers, VCCTF1 and VCCTF2, and two male speakers, VCCTM1 and VCCTM2. The training and evaluation data set contains 81 utterances and 35 utterances of each speaker, respectively. For the feature extraction, we used the same configuration as in Section 4.1. The details of baseline and proposed methods were introduced as follows.

- **ML-GMM**: We implemented the joint-density Gaussian mixture model with maximum likelihood parameter conversion. The source and target MCC features were aligned using dynamic time warping (DTW) [25]. 81 parallel utterances from source-target speaker pair were selected for model training. Both static and its dynamic features were used in this implementation. The mixtures number of GMM is set to 64. The global variance enhancement [26] was performed to post filter the converted results for listening test.

- **PPG-LSTM**: The PPG based BLSTM system with non-parallel data [20]. The network contained two BLSTM layers with 256 hidden units of each layer. The network input and output were the same as fine-tune based adaptation described in Section 4.1.2. The minibatch size was set to 10, while the momentum and learning rate were set as 0.9 and 0.002 respectively. 70 and another 11 non-overlapping utterances from target speaker were selected for training and validation respectively.

- **M-AMA**: refers to the proposed model-based AMA. The average model was described in Section 4.1.2. The minibatch size set to 10, the momentum and learning rate of 0.9 and 0.002 respectively. We will examine the effect of adaptation with different settings in Section 5.1.1.

- **F-AMA**: refers to the proposed feature-based AMA. The average model architecture was described in Section 4.1.2.

During conversion, aperiodicity coefficients were copied from source data, while $F_0$ was converted by a global linear transformation in log-scale. The Maximum Likelihood Parameter Generation (MLPG) algorithm was employed to refine the spectral parameter trajectory [27], followed by spectral enhancement post-filtering in the cepstral domain. The Merlin [28] was used for both average model and conversion model training.

---

2 https://sourceforge.net/projects/sp-tk/
5. Evaluations

We compare the proposed approaches with the state-of-the-art through both objective and subjective evaluations. In addition, the results submitted to VCC2018 were also reported.

5.1. Objective evaluation

The Mel-Cepstral Distortion (MCD) \(^ {29}\) was employed as the objective measure. For \(j\)\(^{th}\) frame, the MCD was calculated as:

\[
\text{MCD(dB)} = 10 \ln (10) \sum \sum (\text{mc}_{i,j} - \text{mc}_{i,j}^{\text{conv}})^2, \quad (3)
\]

where \(\text{mc}_{i,j}\) and \(\text{mc}_{i,j}^{\text{conv}}\) are the \(i\)\(^{th}\) dimension of target and converted MCCs for frame \(j\), respectively. \(i\) is the dimension of MCC feature.

In the experiments, we only report the averaged MCDs of all the conversion pairs. The lower MCD indicates the smaller distortion.

5.1.1. Effect of adaptation setups on model-based AMA

Table 1: Mel-Cepstral Distortions (MCDs) as a function of different adaptation settings for model-based AMA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model-based AMA adaptation</th>
<th>MCD (dB) with different number of adaptation utters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Output layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Firstly, we examine the effect of different adaptation setups in model-based AMA. Specifically, we performed the adaptation on different hidden layers and varies the number of adaptation utterances.

The results are presented in Table 1. Across the three adaptation settings, the adaptation over the whole network consistently outperforms another two approaches with lower Mel-Cepstral Distortions (MCDs).

We then compare the performance of these adaptation settings over different amounts of adaptation data, e.g., 20, 50 and 70 utterances for training with 3, 8 and 11 non-overlapping utterances for validation respectively. As shown in Table 1, MCD decreases as the adaptation utterances increases. While the improvement between 50 and 70 adaptation utterances is marginal. The setting of using 70 utterances to adapt the whole network achieves the lowest distortion, with MCD of 6.28 dB. Hence, this adaptation setting is used in the rest of the experiments.

5.1.2. Comparative studies across competitive methods

Then, we further compare the performance of AMA approaches with the baseline methods, ML-GMM-GV and PPG-LSTM. The MCD results are demonstrated in Figure 4. We observe that the M-AMA performs similar to PPG-LSTM approach. The averaged MCDs over all the testing pairs of these two approaches are 6.28 dB and 6.27 dB respectively. While the ML-GMM and F-AMA achieves the best and worst results according to in terms of Mel-Cepstral Distortion.

According to the objective evaluation, the proposed method does not outperform the baselines. However, the objective results do not always correlated with the subjective evaluation. Such observations were reported in previous works \([8, 11, 30]\).

In next section, we will examine the subjective evaluation to assess the effectiveness of the proposed AMA.

5.2. Subjective evaluation

AB preference tests and XAB test was conducted to assess the speech quality and speaker similarity respectively. 20 sample pairs were randomly selected from the \(16 \times 35 = 560\) paired samples. 10 subjects participated in each tests.

In AB preference tests, each paired samples A and B were randomly select from the proposed method and one of the baseline methods, respectively. Each listener was asked to choose the sample with better quality.

In XAB preference tests, X indicated the reference target sample, A and B were the converted samples randomly selected from the comparison methods. We note that X, A and B have the same language content. The listeners were asked to listen to the samples, then decided A and B which is closer to the reference sample or no preference.

The subjective results of quality preference tests are presented in Figure 5. The results suggest that the proposed approaches, F-AMA and M-AMA, significantly outperforms the baseline systems, ML-GMM-GV and PPG-LSTM. While the F-AMA achieves significantly better performance than M-AMA in terms of quality.

The subjective results of speaker identity are presented in Figure 6. It is observed that the M-AMA obtains the similar score as PPG-LSTM and outperforms ML-GMM-GV. While, the F-AMA consistently outperform the baseline methods and M-AMA.

The subjective results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed average modeling approach (AMA) in terms of both quality and similarity.

Figure 4: Comparison of Mel-Cepstral Distortions (MCDs) of different conversion methods. ‘Source’ indicates the MCD evaluated on source utterance without conversion.

Figure 5: Preference t-test result of speech quality with 95% confidence intervals for proposed AMA and baseline methods.

The subjective results of quality preference tests are presented in Figure 5. The results suggest that the proposed approaches, F-AMA and M-AMA, significantly outperform the baseline systems, ML-GMM-GV and PPG-LSTM. While the F-AMA achieves significantly better performance than M-AMA in terms of quality.

The subjective results of speaker identity are presented in Figure 6. It is observed that the M-AMA obtains the similar score as PPG-LSTM and outperforms ML-GMM-GV. While, the F-AMA consistently outperform the baseline methods and M-AMA.

The subjective results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed average modeling approach (AMA) in terms of both quality and similarity.
5.3. Evaluation results in VCC2018

There are 23 teams participated in VCC2018 [22], including 18 normal submission teams (represented as N03 to N20) and 5 delay submission teams (represented as D01 to D05). We submitted the results of F-AMA system (N04) to the HUB task (parallel data). The standard Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test and similarity test were adopted to evaluate the system performance.

Figure 7: Boxplot for the HUB task according to the MOS score. System N04 denotes the proposed F-AMA.

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the MOS and Similarity score plots of all the participating teams for the HUB task\(^1\). S00 and T00 indicate the source and target. B01 is the baseline system from the SPRocket Voice Conversion Software\(^2\). The proposed F-AMA is denoted as the system N04. The results show that our system commands the 4\(^{th}\) place in terms of MOS with the score of 3.30 and the 10\(^{th}\) place in terms of similarity with the score of 61\%.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents an average modeling approach to voice conversion which does not require parallel data in both training and adaptation. We proposed two AMA implementations, namely model-based AMA and feature-based AMA. The AMA method benefits from the use of publicly available speech corpora for average modeling training. Experiments results show that the AMA outperforms to the baseline methods in terms of quality. The results of VCC2018 further confirm the effectiveness of proposed method in both quality and similarity.
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